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What: Sponsored Products Performance Dashboard for Sellers 
When it launched: 3/13/2018 
Sponsored Products within Seller Central now has a performance dashboard to help advertisers analyze the 
performance of their ads faster. Sellers can select two of eight preset metrics to visualize relative performance of 
ad group, campaign, keyword, or ad level metrics over time. The data is presented in a graph format, enabling 
sellers to see trends in a single view. Sellers can navigate to the Advertising tab and select Campaign Manager to 
see the performance dashboard. 
 
 
What: Headline Search Ads – Improved Simple Landing Page 
When it launched: 2/25/2018 
Simple Landing Pages are landing pages that are created to showcase a set of ASINs, designated by you at the time 
of creating a new campaign. You can create these pages by choosing the option "Create a page" in the Headline 
Search ad builder and picking a minimum of 3 ASINs. As soon as you have selected 3 ASINs, a preview link of your 
Simple Landing Page pops up on the right side of the ad builder. 
 
 
What: Reporting Headline Search Ads for Sellers 
When it launched: 2/20/2018 
Headline Search Ads now provide additional placements on search pages. Sellers can now monitor placement and 
keyword performance of their Headline Search Ad campaigns to make timely adjustments and measure direct 
sales impact.  
 
Q: I am a vendor and want access to these new placements. How can I get them? 
 
A: From time to time, we launch new features to help determine which characteristics or services are best for our 
customers. As a result, certain aspects of Headline Search might appear differently for some advertisers. We are 
continually fine-tuning our presentation to provide our customers with the greatest value, selection, and 
information for their online purchasing decisions.  
 
 
What: Amazon Stores Insights Dashboard   
When it launched: 2/15/2018 
Advertisers can visualize and analyze data on the performance of their Amazon Store through a new dashboard, 
helping gain insight on ways to optimize pages and improve marketing campaigns. 
 
 
What: Reporting Improvements for Vendors   
When it launched: 1/18/2018 
Amazon Marketing Services (AMS) now provides more flexible up-to-date reporting options to help advertisers 
optimize their marketing campaigns faster. 

 Reporting data now updates hourly and is consistent across downloadable reporting and campaign 
management data tables. 

 Account-level downloadable reporting for vendors is now available. 

Keyword report 

 Available for both Sponsored Products and Headline Search Ads. This downloadable report provides 
insights into sales and performance metrics for keywords in all campaigns that received at least one 
impression. 

 Advertisers can use the Keywords report to see how well their keywords are performing over time, to 
help inform bid adjustments, and to expand the keyword target list when necessary. 
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Advertised Product report 

 Available with Sponsored Products only. Provides insights into sales and performance metrics for 
advertised ASINs in all campaigns that received at least one impression. 

 Advertisers can use this report to see how their ads are performing over time and help determine strategy 
changes for future campaigns.  

Search term report 

 Available with Sponsored Products only. This report provides visibility into the actual search terms 
entered by customers searching on Amazon.com and resulting in at least one click. 

 Advertisers can use this report to identify high performing customer searches that can help increase 
campaign performance, and to create negative keywords for search terms not meeting their goals. 

 Note that the Sponsored Product Search terms report offers a custom date range of the last 60 days, 
while all other reports can go back 60 days. 

Placement report 

 Available with Sponsored Products only. This report provides visibility into the performance of a campaign 
on TOP of search compared to all other placements. 

 Advertisers can use this report to get insights into their performance across different placement types, 
and identify Sponsored Products campaigns that could benefit from Bid+. 

 
What: Amazon Pages Deprecation for Vendors  
Date of deprecation: 12/31/2017 
All Headline Search Ad campaigns linked to Amazon Pages will be paused once the page is removed. We invite you 
to build an Amazon Store to showcase your products and promote your brand.  
 
 
What: Headline Search Ads Reporting in Amazon Advertising API 
When it launched: 12/23/2017 
Headline Search Ads performance data can now be pulled by API integrators to analyze sales and investments. 
 
 
What: Win Rate for Headline Search Ads in Campaign Creation 
When it launched: 12/15/2017 
Win rate shows the estimated share of impressions that a keyword may get over the next 30 days at a certain bid, 
based on historical performance. Key features and functionalities include: 

 Win rate is calculated based on campaign relevance, your bid, and what other advertisers are bidding for 
your keyword in the last 30 days. 

 Traffic potential indicates the relative search volume for your keyword within your product’s category. This 
estimate does not take win rate into account. 

 Win rate is available for Headline Search Ads when you create new campaigns or modify existing campaigns. 
 Win rate may be affected by the specific keyword, match type, your bid, and your ad relevance. 
 Win rate is not affected by your campaign budget, overlapping keywords in the same campaign, other 

Amazon advertising products 
 
What: Deals and coupon support on Amazon Stores  
When it launched: 12/09/2017 
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Products displayed on a product grid will now automatically display deal information including: Deal of the day, 
Lighting Deals, Prime Early Access, Coupons, ASIN Best Deals. 

 
What: Budget Recommendations for Sponsored Products 
When it launched: 11/22/2017 
Budget recommendations are now displayed in Campaign Manager, helping to reduce instances where campaigns 
run out of budget and improve overall campaign performance. 

Notifications appear at the top of Campaign Manager, along with the number of campaigns impacted. When you 
click on the notification, a new page automatically opens to show you all your campaigns that are close to or out of 
budget. New budget recommendations are also captured here.    

 
What: Sponsored Products Bulk Operations for Vendors 
When it launched: 11/01/2017 
Efficiently manage your Sponsored Products campaigns and perform optimizations in bulk and at scale. Make edits 
on the bulk file just as you would in your campaign dashboard, including: 

• Creating new campaigns 
• Adding new keywords or targeted products 
• Updating bids 
• Turning Bid+ on/off 
• Updating budgets 

 
Visit this page to learn how to activate the feature and download and edit bulk files.  

 
What: Sponsored Products right rail placement deprecation 
Date of deprecation: 10/19/2017 
This Sponsored Products desktop search placement, which appeared on the right-hand side of search results, was 
deprecated in an effort to drive the best results for our customers and advertisers. Amazon is continually testing and 
optimizing ad placements. As such, these placements will vary and evolve over time with the objective of getting 
your products in front of buyers in the most relevant, customer-centric way. 

 
 
What: Add ineligible ASINs to Sponsored Products and Product Display Ad campaigns  
When it launched: 10/8/2017 
Now you can add products to your new Sponsored Products and Product Display Ad campaigns regardless of their 
financial threshold status.  

 Ineligible products will remain paused until they become eligible to be advertised. Once they become 
eligible, Amazon will run the products. 

 Monitor the status of your products by going into the “Advertised Products” tab of your Sponsored Product 
or Product Display Ad campaign.  

 
What: AMS Canada 
When it launched: 9/29/2017 
AMS is now available to retail vendors in Canada. To create an AMS account in this marketplace, please go to 
https://ams.amazon.ca 

 
What: Sponsored Products top-of-search placement on desktop search Page 2  
When it launched: 9/7/2017 
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Sponsored Products top-of-search placement has been expanded on desktop Page 2 and onwards. This placement 
is available for both sellers and vendors. 

 
What: AMS Account Suspension 
When it launched: 8/15/2017  
Advertiser accounts with overdue invoices will be automatically suspended if invoices remain unpaid after 60 days 
(direct advertisers) and 90 days (agencies) upon their issuance.  

 
What: AMS Softlines Placements 
When it launched: 8/15/2017 
A number of placements are now available to Softlines categories (jewelry, watches, apparel, luggage, and shoes). 
These placements include Sponsored Products top of search, Headline Search, Product Display Hero Quick 
Placement (HQP) and detail right—on desktop, mobile web, and mobile app. 

 
What: Headline Search Ads for Sellers 
When it launched: 8/2/2017 
Headline Search Ads are now available to Amazon sellers who are enrolled in the Amazon Brand Registry. These 
keyword-targeted ads help brands grow awareness and increase sales in 3 key ways: 

• High visibility: Put your brand in front of shoppers where they are likely to see it. The top of Amazon search 
results is a high-profile placement that’s also very integrated with the shopping experience. 

• Search term-based targeting: Target relevant customers based on search terms, matching your products 
with shopper intent in order to maximize brand performance.  

• Customizable creative: Feature up to 3 products within your ad to drive awareness across your brand 
portfolio. Control your brand message by choosing the headline as well as imagery for your ad. Once 
shoppers click on your ad, they’re taken to either a custom landing page or Amazon Store to view a curated 
collection of your products. These collections can span multiple categories.  

 

What: Broad match type available for Headline Search Ads  
When it launched: 6/30/2017 
You can now leverage broad match for your Headline Search Ad campaigns. Benefits include: 

 Broader traffic exposure than exact and phrase match: Broad match matches more variations of your 
targeted keywords to shopper search terms. More exposure means more impressions. 

 Spend less time building keyword lists: Provide only the most relevant keywords for your campaign. Our 
algorithm will match your keywords with shopper search terms that are most relevant to your campaign. 

 Easy to use: Broad match is available when you use suggested keywords, add your own keywords, and 
perform bulk edits. 

 
What: Sponsored Products ‘Add Variations’ ASIN picker  
When it launched: 6/28/2017 
You can now add unique variations of a product—including any eligible size, color, or other differences—to your 
Sponsored Products ads with a single click, saving time and effort.  

 
 
What: Product Display Category Reporting Tool 
When it launched: 6/7/2017 
This tool was designed to help you optimize the performance of your Product Display Ad campaigns. 

 Analyze performance metrics by targeted product category and increase control over your campaigns: 
o Pause or enable existing campaigns in the PDA dashboard 
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o Add new targeted categories to existing PDA campaigns 
 Performance metrics include key campaign metrics such as Impressions, Clicks, CTR, Average Cost Per Click, 

Spend, Sales, and ACOS. 

 

 

 


